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CREATE A MEANINGFUL SERVICE
WITH CREMATION

The reasons for preferring cremation and ﬁnal disposition. In fact, cremation and personal collections and hobbies are music. Choosing a casket, urn, burial
are varied. For some, it seems a more offers more options than does traditional often part of the gathering. The gathering vault, and stationery items that reﬂect
natural process than burial. Others have burial. For example, choices are available is an opportunity for those who cared the loved one’s life complements these
environmental concerns with burial. in the type and scheduling of gathering about the deceased to remember them in items. Funeral directors who specialize in
Still others are not sure why they feel or celebration, the ﬁnal disposition of a special way, and to say good-bye.
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The surprising health benefits of decluttering
Getting your house in order
can be a struggle, especially as we
age.
Sorting through decades of belongings is often emotional and
stressful, as questions and decisions pile up: Is this jewelry valuable? What should I do with all
these tools I no longer use? Will this
china set have sentimental value to
my children?
But while it can be exhausting,
this effort to declutter and simplify
can be worthwhile, not only for our
homes but also for our health.
BPT »

The advantages of
decluttering
Getting rid of things you no longer need or want may have a positive effect on mental health and
can also make for a safer environment. It’s a sobering fact that every
12 seconds, according to the CDC,
someone over age 64 will fall and



end up in the emergency room.
Decluttering can help keep paths
clear and obstacles to a minimum.
A study at Indiana University
showed that people with clean
houses are healthier than people with messy houses. Regular
household chores like vacuuming
and washing windows can be great
physical activity.
A tidy home can also mean we’re
more likely to invite people over –
prompting interactions that can
help alleviate feelings of depression and isolation that can accompany aging.

Tips to get started
With these tips, decluttering
doesn’t need to be a dreaded task:
 Don’t judge yourself. It’s
harder to decide what to do with
items that have been in the family
for generations than it might be for
millennials to decide what to do
with items from their college years.

 Take it one room at a time.
According to a study by Moen, the
most-cluttered areas of a home are
the garage, kitchen and home ofﬁce. The kitchen is a good place
to start the decluttering process,
because throwing away chipped
dishes and expired spices isn’t as
taxing as wading through boxes
of potentially important paperwork or personal items. Take everything out of the fridge and cupboards and spread it all out on a
counter or table so it’s easy to review. Give shelves a good wipedown and restock them with the
necessities, putting go-to things
within easy reach, and donating
or storing appliances and dishes
that are used less often.
Once you feel good about your
progress in the kitchen, move on to
tackle the garage, office and other
spaces where belongings tend to
pile up. Like closets!
 Keep only what you wear

A tidy home can mean we’re
more likely to invite people over
– prompting interactions that
can help alleviate feelings of
depression and isolation that can
accompany aging.
the most. Pick a handful of favorite outﬁts for everyday wear, social
outings and special occasions, seasonal wear and wardrobe staples,
and donate the rest. If it’s hard to
part with handmade or other senti-

mental items, consider ﬁnding creative ways to remember them, such
as making a memory quilt of old
T-shirts or photographing special
items for an album and then letting them go.
 Stop the build-up before it begins. Keep a recycling bin handy
for unwanted credit card offers
and coupon packs before they enter the house, and unsubscribe
from magazines and newspapers
if they pile up unread. Eco-Cycle has some tips to cull the tide
of junk mail, and mobile apps like
Evernote can help collect and digitize recipes, warranties, instruction manuals and memorabilia to
clear away more piles of paper.
At the end of the day, it’s OK
to hang on to belongings that are
near and dear to you. But for items
that don’t hold sentimental or functional value, kick-start a decluttering mission today so you can enjoy a tidier, safer home tomorrow.

Where do you begin in helping a loved one qualify for
Medicaid coverage in a nursing home?

We can help.

We have Medicaid compliant plans that will help you
place the funds you
you need to
t protect your final wishes.
• All Income Levels
• Several Options
• Irrevocable Plans

 (610) 532-3100
CALL TO LEARN MORE

Cavanagh Family Funeral Home and Private Crematory
301 Chester Pike, Norwood, PA 19074 | 610-532-3120
Bart H. Cavanagh Sr. - Supervisor
Cavanagh Patterson Family Funeral Homes
43 East Baltimore Ave | Media, PA 19063 | 610-566-3400
William L. Cavanagh - Supervisor

www.cavanaghfuneralhome.com
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A Tradition of Caring Service

Hunt Irving Funeral Home
925 Pusey St., Chester, PA 19013
Phone: 610-494-2961

Fax: 610-494-2591

E-Mail: Huntirvingfh@gmail.com • www.HuntIrvingFuneralHome.com
Lewis M. & Naomi B. Hunt, Founders • Raphael M. Hunt Irving, L.F.D./Owner

Caring Professional and Signature services for all of your needs.
Personalized traditional services
Shipping and receiving services
Off Street Parking
Affordable Cremation Services
Custom memorial stones and markers
Bereavement counseling available

Serving all faiths and customs
Pre-arrangements and pre-paid funerals
Handicapped accessible facility
Graveside services
Air-conditioned chapels

The original Hunt Irving Funeral Home owned and operated by Raphael M. Hunt Irving, located at 925 Pusey St.,
Chester, PA, along with Haven Memorial Cemetery, and Haven Memorial Crematory, located at 2500 Concord Rd.,
Chester Twp. PA is not affiliated with any other area funeral home; which may bear a similar name and
we do not have a location at 407 East 9th Street, Chester, Pennsylvania.
Hunt Irving Funeral Home appreciates all who have entrusted us to care for your family’s needs over the years and
will continue to provide outstanding and professional services during your time of bereavement.

Funeral Services starting at $699.00
All major credit and debit cards accepted. Feel free to visit our facility or give us a call.
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The reasons for preferring cremation and ﬁnal disposition. In fact, cremation and personal collections and hobbies are music. Choosing a casket, urn, burial
are varied. For some, it seems a more offers more options than does traditional often part of the gathering. The gathering vault, and stationery items that reﬂect
natural process than burial. Others have burial. For example, choices are available is an opportunity for those who cared the loved one’s life complements these
environmental concerns with burial. in the type and scheduling of gathering about the deceased to remember them in items. Funeral directors who specialize in
Still others are not sure why they feel or celebration, the ﬁnal disposition of a special way, and to say good-bye.
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Tips for talking about Alzheimer’s with a family member
The reasons for preferring cremation
are varied. If you are interested in learning more,
then this article is for you.
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Caring for caregivers: Resources for navigating an important job
When David Bowen’s
father fell taking out the
trash in 2016, it set in motion a series of health challenges the family is still battling together.
Bowen, 62, hired a parttime professional caregiver
to assist his father along
with his mother, who was
battling Alzheimer’s, but he
found himself serving as a
caregiver much of the time,
too.
“I’d go by [their home]
after work three days a
week; we called it the ‘40mile triangle’ – 40 miles
to work, 40 miles to their
house, then 40 miles back
home,” Bowen said. “I’d stop
and get dinner on the way,
sit and visit, redress dad’s
wounds and humor mom,
then head for home.”
Caregivers are the unsung heroes of the health
BPT »

care system. The responsibility can mean increased
stress and anxiety, which
can affect family dynamics, nutrition habits, physical ﬁtness and overall wellbeing.
Many people take unpaid leave from their jobs,
reduce work hours, change
careers or quit altogether to
care for an aging loved one.
The 2018 Northwestern
Mutual C.A.R.E. Study revealed that two of three
caregivers reduce their living expenses to pay for
the medical and practical
needs of their loved ones,
yet nearly half of future
caregivers said they have
made no ﬁnancial plans to
prepare.
While this can be challenging, caregivers take immense pride in this important role, and most wouldn’t

trade the opportunity. In
fact, a recent Merrill LynchAge Wave study found that
91 percent of caregivers feel
grateful to care for someone
and 77 percent would do it
again.
Regardless of what leads
someone to assume the role
of caregiver, and whether
they do so willingly, out of a
sense of obligation or both,
one thing is certain: Caregivers need and deserve
support as they navigate a
demanding, emotional and
critical responsibility. The
good news is there are resources and services that
can help make life as a caregiver a bit easier.
 The National Family Caregiver Support Program offers medical, emotional, ﬁnancial and legal
advice and training to adult
family members who pro-

Welcomes

YOUR FAMILY INTO OURS

Specializing in:
· Nursing Care · Rehabilitation ·

· Personal Care at

vide in-home and community care for people aged 60
or older and to people older
than 55 who care for children under 18.
 A ARP’s Caregiver
Resource Center offers
guides for ﬁrst-time caregivers, families and those
who care for a loved one
at home. These include ﬁnancial and legal considerations and advice on how to
maintain caregiver-life balance.
 While the Administration for Community Living
doesn’t work directly with
individuals, it can be a good
place for a caregiver to start
on the circuitous path to ﬁnancial support. The organization provides funds to
help older adults and people
with disabilities live where
they choose to for as long as
they can, and has provided
billions of dollars to programs in every state.
 UnitedHealthcare proactively addresses caregiver
needs by sharing relevant
information and resources.
Its Solutions for Caregivers
program, for example, is a
website for eligible members to get advice from medical professionals, ﬁnancial
advisers and experienced
care managers; take advantage of discounted products and services; and access educational resources.
Non-members can register

Caregivers are the unsung heroes of the health care
system. The responsibility can mean increased stress and
anxiety, which can affect family dynamics, nutrition habits,
physical fitness and overall well-being.
as guests and check out the
comprehensive directory of
organizations that focus on
issues including Parkinson’s
disease, substance abuse,
blindness, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s and diabetes. UnitedHealthcare also
offers free monthly caregiver education calls, open
to the public.
 The National Alliance
for Caregiving focuses on
caregiving research, innovation and technology, state
and local caregiving coalitions, and international caring. It is working to build a
global network of caregiver
support organizations.
 The Caregiver Action
Network (CAN) serves a
broad spectrum of family
caregivers, ranging from
parents of children with
special needs, to families

·

· Dementia & Memory Care ·

• Estate Planning
• Medicaid Planning

HARLEE MANOR

our home stands out from the rest.
463 West Sproul Road · Springfield, PA 19064
Call 610.544.2200 to schedule a tour or visit us at www.harleemanor.com

and friends of wounded soldiers, to adult children caring for aging parents. Aiming to promote resourcefulness and respect for the
more than 90 million family
caregivers across the country, CAN provides free education, peer support and resources.
 The Eldercare Locator,
a public service of the U.S.
Administration on Aging,
provides a search tool that
allows visitors to search by
topic and location for services pertaining to older
adults and their families.
“Dad and I, we’re trying
to put a new life together
for him, and it’s tough,” said
Bowen. “But support from
all over has kept me on my
feet and moving forward.
Amid all the challenges, I
am grateful for that.”

• Long Term Care Planning
• Veteran’s Aid & Attendance

Caring for elders, disabled individuals,
& their families for over 30 years.

• Fiduciary & Trust Services
• Probate & Estate Administration

206 Old State Road • Media, PA 19063 • 610.566.4700
Info@AndersonElderLaw.com • www.AndersonElderLaw.com
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Proven Knee Arthritis Treatment
FDA Approved Treatment for
Knee Arthritis Oﬀered Locally

At Discover Optimal Healthcare, it’s very important to
understand we are not just addressing knee pain. Our goal is to
give you the best chance we possibly can of Preventing Knee
Replacement Surgery in the future, which is what knee
arthritis frequently evolves into if left unaddressed.

Currently an estimated 27 million people suﬀer from knee
osteoarthritis, making it one of the most common causes of
disability in the U.S. It is estimated by the year 2030,
72 million Americans will be at risk for osteoarthritis.
Patients with chronic joint pain often think nothing can be
done to help them except surgery.
A person with knee pain knows how often it gets in the way
things. Because the knee is a weight bearing joint, knee pains
eﬀects almost everything we do that requires mobility,
including those things most of us take for granted. For many,
knee pain makes it hurt to walk, stand, get out of a chair or
even use the stairs. Routine activities of living, work, social
and recreational activities are often inhibited, or even
avoided all together because of knee pain.
7.3%

0.26%

92.7%
% subjects with 50% or
greater pain decrease

Of the 384 patients in
a randomized study,
93% experienced their
knee pain reduced by
half or more!
% subjects with less than
50% pain level decrease

% subjects with NO
pain decrease

If you have been suﬀering from constant or intermittent knee
pain that just won’t go away no matter how much ibuprofen
you take, don’t worry - there is another option.

For this reason, we encourage you to schedule an appointment
to determine if you are a candidate for Viscosupplementation
treatment for knee arthritis, you can always have a more
radical procedure performed later, in necessary. However,
with knee replacement surgery, once done there is no turning
back to a more conservative approach. Knee replacement
surgery is indeed necessary for some people with extreme
conditions that Viscosupplementation is unable to help. But a
total knee replacement is a very extreme measure to take
without considering all your options for a condition as
common as knee arthritis.

Avoid Unnecessary Surgery! This FDA-approved treatment is proven
to relieve knee pain, eliminating the need for surgery. Treatment is safe,
easy, and covered by most insurance companies, including Medicare.

Will my insurance cover this treatment?
Yes, most major insurances and Medicare will pay for this
treatment.

The American Academy of Rheumatology recommends the
use of hyaluronic acid for treatment of osteoarthritis of the
knee. This procedure has shown to be 86% successful in
alleviating pain associated with osteoarthritis and is covered
by most major medical insurance providers and Medicare. In
addition to this recommendation, a recent randomized case
study of 384 patients found that nearly 93% reported 50% or
higher pain reduction.

What are people saying?
“My knee feels great. I had already had knee replacement and
wanted to trying something rather than go through another
painful surgery and diﬃcult recovery. After completing the
program, I can now dance again which I have not done in
years, and my lifestyle in on it’s way back to normal!”
- Elizabeth B.

If you have tried other treatments and
experienced little or no relief, you may still be a
candidate for our treatment program.

So what are you waiting for?
Please pick up the phone and call us today at 610-876-6180 to
schedule your NO COST, NO-Obligation, Consultation.
Living pain free is well worth the phone call.

Call 610-876-6180 to schedule a no-cost,
no-obligation consultation today!

Avoid Knee Replacement Surgery

Be Aware of the Risks Associated with
Knee Replacement Surgery

As with any surgery, knee replacement surgery carries
risks. There is a chance you could experience the following post-surgical complications:

- Infection
- Heart attack
- Stroke
- Nerve damages
- Post surgical pain

- Blood clots in the leg vein
or lungs
- Allergic reactions to
anesthesia

Another risk of knee replacement surgery is failure of the
artiﬁcial joint. With daily use, even the strongest metal
and plastic parts eventually wear out. Joint failure risk is
high if you stress the joint with high-impact activities or
excessive weight.

Even if you have tried all other non-surgical treatment
methods and your pain continues to limit activities,
viscosupplementation may be the option.

joints. It acts like a lubricant to enable bones to move
smoothly over each other and as a shock absorber for joint
loads.
Our In-Oﬃce Knee Pain Protocol is designed to speciﬁcally
target you knee arthritis pain to reduce symptomatology and
improve functionality.

In this procedure, a gel-like ﬂuid called hyaluronic acid is
injected into the knee joint. Hyaluronic acid is a naturally
occurring substance found in synovial ﬂuid surrounding

MOST INSURANCE ACCEPTED - INCLUDING MEDICARE

Dr. Mary Kasurba, MD Cara Dembrisky, PA-C Natasha Bica, PT Dr. Tony Odell, DC Dr. Casey Mae Fouse, DC Dr. Jason Weigner, DC

3605 Edgmont Ave., Brookhaven, PA 19015 . 610-876-6180 . www.DoHealth.net
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